
Flexible Interface/Application Design for
Online Awards Catalog

Abstract

A catalog of merchandise used for incentive programs
has been in the Carlson Companies product line for 65
years. This is a direct outgrowth of the Gold Bond
Stamp incentive program our company was founded
on.

In 2002, we decided to improve the user experience for
the Online Awards Catalog and solve application
maintenance issues as there grew to be more than 50
iterations of the catalog interface and numerous
versions of application code. The old interfaces proved
to be inflexible, time consuming to maintain, and could
no longer meet client’s needs.

Therefore, the goal of our redesign project was to
create a flexible interface and application framework
that would improve the online catalog’s user
experience, mimic the client’s corporate style guides to
allow better integration with the client’s own web
properties, and provide a better approach for adding
new functionality and maintaining existing awards
catalog sites.
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Design—User Interface Management Systems; K.6
[Computing Milieu] Management of Computing and
Information Systems--General

General Terms: Design, Management, Reliability,
Standardization

Keywords
Branding, Business Case, Business Strategy,
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Product Design, Product Management, User Experience,
User Interface Design, User-Centered Design / Human-
Centered Design, Visual Design, Usability

Industry/category
Online Catalog, Marketing, Incentive programs, B2B,
B2C.

Project/problem statement

Carlson Marketing Group (a division of Carlson
Companies) provides an online awards catalog to fulfill
incentive programs for our clients. The merchandise in
each catalog implementation is specific to each client.

Before the redesign, more than 50 iterations of the
online awards catalog existed. The online version prior
to this redesign allowed clients to select one color and
supply a logo to brand their online catalog

implementation. Our online catalog was adapted from a
legacy system that inventoried the merchandise
warehouse. This resulted in high code maintenance
costs and pricey change requests for clients. Clients
consistently asked for interface changes to allow them
to integrate the online catalog into their own web sites
and maintain their corporate brand identities.

In 2002, our internal Awards group (also referred to as
“product owners” in this document) presented a
business case to upper management to increase the
revenue for Carlson Marketing Group by redesigning
the existing online catalog product.

Our goal was to create a flexible interface and
application framework with the following objectives:

ß Improve the online catalog’s user experience,
including intuitive navigation and usability.

ß Allow interface customization from simple visual
adaptations to complete brand integration on a
site-by-site basis.

ß Allow for better integration with the client’s own
web site.

ß Maintain one core code base for the application
functionality.

ß Provide a mechanism to extend the core application
with new functionality on a system-wide as well as
client-level basis.

ß Increase implementation efficiency and decrease
cost.

ß Increase merchandise redemption via online
catalog.
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Background/Project participants

ß Erin Kroll — Product Owner
ß Ellisun Wolterstorff — Product Owner

(e-Business Product Manager)
ß Laurice Johnson — Business Analyst
ß Jim Mattson — Application Architect
ß Duane Otremba — Database Architect
ß Jan Vokal — Application Developer
ß Rod Schaible — Application Developer
ß Mark Didrikson — Application Developer

ß Sue Poulsen — Project Manager
• Larisa Gieneart — Visual & Interaction Design
• Martin Tschofen — Interaction Design &

Information Architect
• Nathan Gallop — New Media Strategist
• Dmitri Sthultman — QA Analyst

Project dates and duration

ß January 2002 – Visioning and requirements
gathering process began

• August 2002 – Wire frame, prototype, and
requirements phases began

• October 2002 – Architecture design began
• November 2002 – Detailed design and

development began for Phase 1 (browser-only
design and development)

• January 2003 – Phase 2 began (order processing
design and development)

• June 2003 – Phase 3 – Conversion of existing
clients to new framework began

Challenges

ß Use of a new methodology
• Application development team inexperience
• Lack of resources

• Changing priorities
• Algorithmic problem of N-ary relationships  (many

clients, many layouts, many pages, many modules)
ß Involvement of Interactive team during strategic

planning phase was originally overlooked

From a business perspective, our biggest challenge was
making this project a priority with the Information
Technology (IT) team. Client work took precedence
over internal requirements and requests that delayed
the launch of the new online catalog by three months.

Another challenge was the complexity of the product.
The online catalog is implemented for many clients
every year. This made it challenging to create a
consistently great user experience since a designer may
forget to follow an existing implementation, a developer
might not have an eye for layout, etc.
Process challenges:

ß Web development process was not defined up
front.

• Project was business focused rather than user
centric.

• Access to people with the right skill set and the
decision-making power proved to be challenging
initially.

User Experience Challenges:

ß Providing an interface that was flexible and
customizable (and still simple and efficient to
implement) from an application development
standpoint.

• Providing a framework for UI that can match
virtually any client’s web identity and provide a
seamless experience as users move between the
client’s web properties and the online catalog site.
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Solution summary

Process

We chose to use an industry standard methodology
called the Fusebox Lifecycle Process (FliP) that is
designed to help gather requirements from a user
interface perspective to define a prototype and
architect the application.

FliP was an excellent choice for us because our past
software development lifecycle model did not focus as
strongly on web application and user interface
development. FLiP stresses the importance of
developing personas/use cases, wire framing, and
prototyping before any of the application architecture is
defined.

As a team, we stressed the importance of detailing all
of the application pages before development began.
Initially we used comprehensive screen mock ups (see
Figures 1 and 2) to model the proposed interface and
functionality so we could communicate with the product
owners for input and approval.

Once the overall approach was identified, we used
simpler wire frames to identify the requirement details
with the team. The same wire frames (see Figure 3)
were used for paper prototype usability testing.

During the development process all issues were
discussed with the team as a whole, particularly team
members with the appropriate expertise.

Application Architecture Approach

One key requirement was to give clients the flexibility
to configure the presentation and features of their site
without changing the overall application. This flexibility
needed to apply to the functionality as well as the
interface.

Early on, we identified the need to separate the
interface from the application code to allow for
maximum flexibility. We chose to use a software
engineering design principle known as Model-View-
Controller, which separates the database and
algorithmic functions (Model), from the presentation of
the data (View). The Controller handles the interaction
between the User, View, and Model.

With this architecture, we designed the modular
approach that became the framework upon which we
built the project. Each module represented a major
function of the site that could be turned off or on, even
moved to different areas within the site. For example,
the search functionality and brand navigation are
separate modules (for one of the more than 40
configurable modules, see Figure 4).

Interface approach

We wanted to be able to control the look, placement,
and layout of these modules as well as provide a
consistent interface. Cascading style sheets (CSS) to
drive the user interface were an obvious choice for this
project. Each module is assigned its own set of style
sheets, allowing us the flexibility to make global
changes with minimal coding time. This makes each
client implementation much more efficient.
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Figure 1 – The initial concept before wire framing closely mirrors the
final implementation.

Figure 2 – This is one of the original concepts that did not survive, we
determined it to have less common layout than the concept chosen.
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Figure 3 – More traditional wire frames were used next to identify
specific interaction, messaging, and UI customization.

Figure 4 - Example of a module
The search module may be customized in the following ways

ß vertical or horizontal
ß page placement
ß up to three drop-down menus to define search
ß Color, button text and font style
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To allow visual flexibility, a module can have multiple
views that clients can choose from. These modules can
then be placed into different page layouts, thus
allowing us to positioning these modules freely.

This created a multi-dimensional problem of clients
choosing modules of presentation code on many pages,
where each page could have a different layout
structure. Our approach was to minimize the number of
layouts that a client could select and — for each of the
layouts selected — choose a finite amount of modules
for each layout.

In order for each client to create their own site, we
implemented a preference system that applied to a
single site only.

Solution details

Process

One of our primary success factors was that the
product owners stayed engaged throughout the entire
process. From the original strategy meetings to system
testing, this group remained committed to designing a
flexible online catalog for our clients.

When IT and the Interactive team were enlisted on the
online catalog redesign project, the product owners had
already performed research on usability, best-in-class
web trends, and pricing analyses — ultimately
increasing the efficiency of the project.

The requirements, wire framing, and prototyping stages
were driven by the product owners. During application
design, development, and testing, we held weekly
status meetings to review and approve each phase of
the project. All concepts were reviewed and approved

collaboratively at these meetings. That was another
success factor for our project.

Application Architecture

After configuring over 50 implementations in the new
modular framework, we have yet to come into a
situation where the framework needs to change to
accommodate a client presentation requirement.

We have integrated the application into other sites
without changing the core application. These
implementations contain custom modules that extend
the core application and are controlled through the
preference system.

Interface

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is great technology in
that provides amazing flexibility when designing user
interfaces for use in modern, web standards compliant
browsers. Unfortunately, Netscape 4’s implementation
of CSS is flawed. Since Netscape 4 support was a
requirement for this project, we choose the modular
approach with multiple views (outlined above) — an
approach that has proven to be very successful.

The interface flexibility of the  online catalog is amazing
our clients every day. But too much flexibility can be a
dangerous thing, so we set up a standard
implementation of the catalog with only small changes
— allowing for such custom choices as overall color
palette, logo, theme images, and font. This helped
speed up the implementation of “standard” online
catalogs (see “Interface Documentation” example).
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Results

Carlson Marketing Benefits
All of the business requirements were met (and
expectations were exceeded). See Figure 5 to see a
comparison of the former online catalog to the new
modular version. Figure 6 shows two current
implementations of the online catalog in the new
framework.
ß Online catalog orders are up 298% (from 2002)
ß Sessions have increased 113%
ß We now have multiple Fortune 500 clients
ß Carlson Marketing is truly leading the incentive

industry with this online catalog. It is better, faster,
and cheaper than our competition.

ß Because of the redesigned online catalog, other
areas of Carlson Marketing are interested in using
this framework. We have expanded from a
fulfillment tool, to a functional tool (across multiple
operating groups).

ß Our product is successful because we followed a
process and worked together collaboratively.

ß Having all of the requirements and decisions made
early on during the wire framing and prototyping
stages made the designs during development more
efficient.

Client Benefits
ß Our solution (online catalog) has become extremely

cost-effective for our clients, saving them in excess
of $500,000 to-date.

ß Clients are thrilled that their sites can be branded
to look like their own web properties.

ß Product releases are managed much more
efficiently due to the collaborative effort.

Future Considerations
ß Detailed design could have gone through one more

iteration to eliminate all ambiguous issues.
ß The Interactive group needed to be engaged

earlier. They were not involved in the strategy
sessions that the business held with IT.

ß The strategy team should be small and include the
experts — do not need to bring in the entire team.

ß The next steps need to be driven by the business to
ensure that we remain competitive in the
marketplace (flexibility, pricing, etc.) As the
product continues to evolve and new client
requests are received, it is imperative that all three
areas (Product Owners, IT, Interactive) remain
engaged.

ß The process around maintenance was not clearly
defined, but through trial and error we have
discovered an efficient way to keep the Interactive
group engaged in implementation of most client
interfaces and not allow the process to circumvent
that step.

ß Development of a sales tool for the marketing
groups use was ultimately abandoned mid-stream
when it became apparent that real-world
implementations were clearly understood by our
sales force and our clients. We used the guide
shown in Figure 7 to show the ease with which the
online catalog can be configured.
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Figure 5 – Before and after – The following two examples are the same catalog implementation using the old and new framework
The old design had several usability issues, did not adhere to online shopping best practices and was very limited in its customization

Old Framework New Framework
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Figure 6 – Side by side examples of two client implementations of the new online catalog.
Varying modules are used in varying formats (e.g., vertical vs. horizontal search functionality). Notice the use of “Brands,” Push to Talk help, and persistent log in.
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Figure 7 – Implementation team documentation
This five-page document was produced to aid teams in gathering visual requirements
from clients. It explains what elements can/should be
customized and how they interact from screen to screen.
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